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Abstract
A baryogenesis scenario in supersymmetric standard models with
Dirac neutrinos proposed by Abel and Page is reconsidered with intro-
ducing intermediate scale physics to stabilize the runaway potential
along a right-handed sneutrino direction. In contrary with previous re-
sults, the baryon number asymmetry can be explained even for higher
reheating temperature without entropy production if the lightest neu-
trino mass is small and/or thermal effects induce early oscillation. We
discuss the solution to the problem of dark matter overproduction by
the right-handed sneutrino decay by SU(2)R gauge interaction.
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1 Introduction
There are convincing evidences for small non-zero neutrino masses. From so-
lar and atmospheric neutrino oscillation data, finite squared-mass differences
of neutrinos are reported as [1, 2]
∆m2sol ≃ 7.9× 10−5eV2, ∆m2atm ≃ 2.4× 10−3eV2. (1)
On the other hand, an upper bound of neutrino masses is derived by the
observation of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) as
∑
i |mi| < 2.0 eV
[3, 4]. In the standard model (SM) the neutrinos have no mass term. Hence,
the SM should be extended to include small non-zero neutrino masses.
The origin of baryon number asymmetry of the universe is another im-
portant problem, which is not explained in the SM. Recently, the existence
of the baryon number asymmetry is confirmed by WMAP with considerable
accuracy [4]. That is given in terms of baryon-to-entropy ratio as
nB
s
= (8.7±0.3)× 10−11 (2)
where s is the entropy density.
Introducing heavy right-handed Majorana neutrinos into the SM solves
simultaneously these two problems by the seesaw mechanism [5] and lepto-
genesis [6]. In the seesaw mechanism, the smallness of the neutrino mass
is naturally explained from the suppression by heavy Majorana masses of
right-handed neutrinos. The Majorana mass term for neutrinos does not
conserve lepton number, L. Hence, lepton number asymmetry can be gen-
erated through this Majorana mass term [7]. Once non-zero lepton number
asymmetry is generated, it is transferred to baryon number asymmetry via
the B+L violating sphaleron process of the SU(2)L gauge theory. Therefore,
the SM with heavy right-handed Majorana neutrinos can explain simultane-
ously neutrino masses and the baryon number asymmetry of the universe.
The small neutrino mass can be also explained by the Dirac mass with a
very small Yukawa coupling, yν. In the Dirac neutrino model, the smallness
of the neutrino mass is replaced by the smallness of the Yukawa coupling,
yν = mν/v ∼ 10−13, where v ∼ 100 GeV is the vacuum expectation value
(vev) of the Higgs boson. If this coupling appears after the some GUT
particles are integrated out, it is expected to be suppressed by mW/MGUT
[8]. Hence, the Dirac neutrino mass is also well motivated for the smallness
of the neutrino mass. On the other hand, the Dirac neutrino model is not
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considered to be well motivated for leptogenesis, since this model does not
introduce new lepton number violation.
However, the baryon number asymmetry can be generated via neutrino-
genesis scenarios with Dirac neutrinos without introducing new lepton or
baryon number violation [9]. Neutrinogenesis scenario is based on the idea of
hiding lepton number in inert species from the sphaleron process [10]. Fol-
lowing these works, very interesting idea was recently proposed in supersym-
metric (SUSY) extension of the SM with Dirac neutrino [11]. In this scenario,
left-right asymmetry (L(L)−L(R) 6= 0) is produced through the A-term of the
neutrino Yukawa term by the Affleck-Dine mechanism [12, 13] in the dynam-
ics of the combination of LHu flat direction and right-handed sneutrino [14]
without generating net lepton number asymmetry (L(L) + L(R) = 0). Then
only the left-handed lepton asymmetry (L(L)) is transferred to baryon num-
ber asymmetry via the sphaleron process, which acts only on left-handed
particles, while the right-handed lepton asymmetry (L(R)) remains in the
right-handed sneutrinos since right-handed sneutrinos are out of equilibrium
due to their tiny Yukawa couplings while the sphaleron process is effective.
Nevertheless, there are a few unclear points in the original work [11].
First, the right-handed sneutrino direction is not bounded in the potential
unless we consider non-renormalizable terms. Hence, the right-handed sneu-
trino field runs away during the inflation. Therefore, the initial values of
Affleck-Dine scalar fields (AD-fields) studied in Ref. [11] are local minimum
and may be unstable. Second, although the AD-fields were assumed to track
the local minimum determined by the balance between Hubble-indecued neg-
ative mass terms and quartic terms, these AD-fields may begin to oscillate
soon after the inflation ends and Hubble parameter begin to decrease. Fur-
thermore, there is a dark matter overproduction problem in this scenario.
Right-handed sneutrino is inevitably produced to the amount of the same
order of the baryon number asymmetry. With R-parity conservation, right-
handed sneutrinos decay into the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) after the
freeze-out of dark matter. Hence, the right-handed sneutrino produces dark
matter whose amount is almost the same order of the baryon number. There-
fore, the LSP has too large abundance and overcloses the universe unless the
LSP mass is less than 1GeV.
In this paper, we reconsider this baryogenesis scenario assuming inter-
mediate scale physics and including thermal effects [15, 16]. The former
stabilizes the potential and allows global minimum to be initial condition of
the AD-fields. With including thermal effects, we can trace the evolution of
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the AD-fields from early enough to estimate the baryon number asymmetry.
Then, we estimate the baryon number asymmetry depending on the interme-
diate scale and the reheating temperature. We also discuss the dark matter
overproduction problem. This can be solved by the presence of SU(2)R gauge
symmetry, which is broken in an intermediate scale. By this interaction, the
right-handed sneutrino can decay before the freeze-out of dark matter.
This paper is organized as follows. The set up and the potential for
the AD-fields are presented in next section. In Section 3, we consider the
evolution of the AD-fields and production of the left-right asymmetry via
the Affleck-Dine mechanism. In Section 4, we estimate the baryon number
asymmetry depending on intermediate scales and the reheating temperature.
In Section 5, we mention the dark matter overproduction problem. Finally,
Section 6 is devoted to the summary.
2 Model
We consider the extension of the minimal SUSY standard model (MSSM)
by including right-handed neutrinos required for Dirac neutrino mass. The
superpotential is given by Yukawa coupling between the left-handed lepton
doublet L and the right-handed neutrino νR besides the MSSM superpotetial
W =WMSSM + yνLHuνR. (3)
Non-zero neutrino mass is given by the Higgs mechanism. For the smallness
of the neutrino mass, the Yukawa coupling constant yν should be very small,
yν = mν/〈Hu〉 . O(10−12), where 〈Hu〉 ∼ O(100)GeV is the vev of Hu.
There are many flat directions in the MSSM [17]. Among them, the LHu
flat direction is most extensively studied direction. It is parameterized with
a complex scalar field φ as
L˜ =
1√
2
(
φ
0
)
, Hu =
1√
2
(
0
φ
)
, (4)
where L˜ and Hu indicate the scalar component of each superfields. In this
model, this direction is not exactly F -flat due to the presence of the F -term
contribution from the neutrino Yukawa coupling,
Vquar =
y2ν
4
|φ|4 + y2ν|φ|2|ν˜R|2. (5)
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However, due to the smallness of yν this contribution is small enough to allow
φ to develop large value. Hence, this direction is safely considered to be flat.
Moreover, the smallness of yν also allows ν˜R to be flat direction simultane-
ously. Therefore, we consider the evolutions of these two flat directions.
3 Evolutions of Affleck-Dine fields
The scalar potential relevant to the AD-fields φ and ν˜R is given by
V (φ, ν˜R) = m
2
φ|φ|2 +m2ν˜R|ν˜R|2 + yν(Am3/2φ2ν˜R + h.c.)
−cφH2|φ|2 − cν˜RH2|ν˜R|2 + yν(aHφ2ν˜R + h.c.)
+
y2ν
4
|φ|4 + y2ν |φ|2|ν˜R|2
+
∑
fk|φ|<T
ckf
2
kT
2|φ|2 +
∑
fk|φ|>T
athα
2
s(T )T
4 ln
( |φ|2
T 2
)
. (6)
The first and second lines represent soft SUSY breaking terms. The former
one comes from the hidden sector SUSY breaking, while the latter one is due
to the non-zero energy in the early universe parameterized by the Hubble
parameter [13, 18]. Here mφ ∼ mν˜R ∼ m3/2, and A, a, cφ(ν˜R) are O(1) coeffi-
cients depending on the detail of a supergravity model. The third line is the
F -term potential from the neutrino Yukawa coupling as mentioned above.
The fourth line shows thermal corrections to the potential. Since we con-
sider the evolution of the AD-fields after the inflation ends until the left-right
asymmetry is fixed, there is high-temperature thermal bath, which interacts
with φ, if the decay products of inflaton are thermalized promptly. There-
fore, we should include thermal corrections in order to discuss the evolution
appropriately. The first term is so-called thermal-mass terms [15], which
represents one-loop corrections to the potential from light particles in the
thermal bath. Here, fk denote coupling constants of interactions between
left-handed leptons or up-type Higgs and particles interacting with them,
and coefficients ck ∼ 1 are determined by degrees of freedom of these parti-
cles. These two parameters are summarized in Table 1. The temperature of
the thermal bath T before the reheating takes place is estimated as
T ∼ (HT 2RMPl)
1
4 . (7)
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leptons quarks W-bosons Z-boson
fk yl/
√
2 yq/
√
2 g2/
√
2
√
(g21 + g
2
2)/2
ck 1/4 3/4 1/2 1/4
Table 1: Coefficients for thermal-mass terms. The coupling yl, (yq, q = t, c, u) is
the Yukawa coupling for charged leptons (up-type quarks) and g1(g2) is the gauge
coupling for the U(1)Y (SU(2)L) gauge group.
Here, TR is the reheating temperature after the inflation andMPl ≃ 2.4×1018
GeV is the reduced Planck mass. The condition fk|φ| < T means effective
masses of light degrees induced by φ should be less than the temperature
of the thermal bath. Light degrees of freedom satisfying this condition can
enter the thermal bath.
The second term, thermal-log terms, in the fourth line comes from thermal
corrections in two loop. These terms originate from the modification of the
SU(3)C gauge coupling by effects of massive particles integrated out [16].
Since effective masses of MSSM particles depend on φ, corrections to the
potential of φ are induced. Here ath is estimated as ath ≃ 0.47T (Ri) where
T (Ri) = 1/2 for the fundamental representation and αs is the strong coupling
constant.
3.1 Initial condition
During the inflation, the Hubble parameter takes almost a constant value,
Hinf . In this era, the AD-fields quickly settle into one of the minima of the
scalar potential, Eq. (6). However, this potential is a runaway potential; ob-
viously V → −∞ for φ = 0 and |ν˜R| → ∞. Therefore, we assume that some
gauge symmetry broken at MI stabilizes the potential for ν˜R. For example,
D-term potential appears when |ν˜R|(|φ|) > MI , VI = g2I (eφ|φ|2 + eν˜R |ν˜R|2)2
dependent on the charge eν˜R(eφ) of ν˜R(φ). Hence, we can simply assume that
AD-fields are fixed at MI , unless gI is extremely small. The baryon number
asymmetry generated in this model is independent of details of the interme-
diate physics and is only dependent on the initial values. Considering the
possibility that different intermediate physics stabilize φ and νR respectively,
we take the initial condition |φ| = MIL and |ν˜R| =MIR .
Other stabilization mechanisms are of course available, such as non-
renormalizable terms. For those cases, initial conditions, evolutions of the
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AD-fields and estimates of the left-right asymmetry are quantitatively changed.
However, our analysis can be extended easily to other stabilization mecha-
nism. Hence, we take a gauge symmetry broken at an intermediate scale as
a reference model in the following.
3.2 Evolution of left-right asymmetry
The evolutions of the AD-fields φ and ν˜R are governed by the following
equations,
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+
∂V
∂φ∗
= 0, (8)
¨˜νR + 3H ˙˜νR +
∂V
∂ν˜∗R
= 0. (9)
After the inflation ends, the energy density of the universe is dominated by
the coherent oscillation of the inflaton. Hence, the Hubble parameter varies
in time as H = 2/(3t). The AD-fields start coherent oscillation before the
reheating ends, since the negative Hubble-induced soft masses are decreased
and effective masses for them dominate the scalar potential. As a result,
the left-right asymmetry is generated through the evolution of the AD-fields
duringHR < H < Hinf whereHR is the Hubble parameter when the reheating
ends.
Left-handed lepton number L(L) and right-handed lepton number L(R)
are given by
L(L) =
i
2
(φ˙∗φ− φ∗φ˙), (10)
L(R) = −i( ˙˜ν∗Rν˜R − ν˜∗R ˙˜νR), (11)
where note that the right-handed neutrino is strictly anti-neutrino. From
Eqs. (8) and (9), the evolution equations of the total lepton number nL ≡
L(L) + L(R) and the left-right asymmetry nLR ≡ L(L) − L(R) are given by
dnL
dt
+ 3HnL = 0, (12)
dnLR
dt
+ 3HnLR = 4Im
[
yν(Am3/2 + aH)φ
2ν˜R
]
. (13)
Here, of course, it can be seen that the total lepton number is conserved,
while the left-right asymmetry is produced by CP-violating A-terms of the
neutrino Yukawa coupling.
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We can understand the evolution of nLR by Eq. (13). In the early universe
at H > m3/2, the phase direction of the potential of φ and ν˜R is dominated
by the Hubble-induced A-term, and it is expected that the phases of AD-
fields are almost fixed at one of the minima. This allows us to drop the
Hubble-induced A-term from Eq. (13). Therefore, this equation is reduced
to
d
dt
(nLR
H2
)
=
4Im(yνAm3/2φ
2ν˜R)
H2
. (14)
Here, if the source term of Eq. (14) does not oscillate and scales in terms of
t as Im(yνAm3/2φ
2ν˜R)/H
2 ∝ tγ+2, the solution is derived as
nLR
H2
=
8
3H3(γ + 3)
Im
(
yνAm3/2φ
2ν˜R
)
+ C, (15)
where C is given by
C =
nLR,0
H20
− 8
3H30 (γ + 3)
Im
(
yνAm3/2φ
2
0ν˜R0
)
. (16)
Here, the subscript ‘0’ refers to the time when the source term begins to
evolve as Im
(
yνAm3/2φ
2ν˜R
)
/H2 ∝ tγ+2.
If γ > −3, the first term of Eq. (15) grows, and the left-right asymmetry
normalized by H2 increases as
nLR
H2
=
8
3H3(γ + 3)
Im
(
yνAm3/2φ
2ν˜R
)
. (17)
where we assume the initial value C is negligible. On the other hand, for
γ < −3, the first term of Eq. (15) is attenuated as t is increased. Hence,
the asymmetry approaches quickly the constant value, C. As a result, the
asymmetry is not increased significantly in this era.
If the source term is oscillating around zero, it is expected that the asym-
metry does not increase significantly, since positive and negative contribu-
tions are almost canceled each other. However, the left-right asymmetry can
grow even after φ starts oscillation if ν˜R is fixed and the trajectory of φ has
high ellipticity, whose major axis is misaligned from the direction determined
by the low-energy A-term. In this case, the average of the source term, which
is proportional to Im(φ2), over one oscillation cycle of φ is almost never can-
celed. This case is realized for example in the case that the phase of φ is
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determined by the Hubble-induced A-term even after the oscillation starts.
In other words, the oscillation begins when H ≫ m3/2. Even for these case,
the evolution of the left-right asymmetry is estimated by the scaling of the
average of the source term over one oscillation cycle.
3.3 Evolution of φ and ν˜R
After the inflation ends, the AD-fields φ and ν˜R almost stay in the initial
values of |φ| = MIL and |ν˜R| = MIR until they are destabilized. We define
Hosc as the Hubble parameter when φ begins oscillation,
Hosc = max{Hi}, (18)
where Hi is roughly estimated by the Hubble parameter when a potential
term Vi dominates over the negative Hubble-induced soft mass, Vi(Hi) >
H2iM
2
IL
. Accordingly, the evolution after the destabilization depends on
which term destabilizes the AD-fields. Hence, we discuss the evolution of
the AD-fields divided by four destabilization terms.
• Low-energy soft SUSY breaking masses: Vsoft = m2φ|φ|2 +m2ν˜R|ν˜R|2
These terms dominate over the Hubble-induced mass terms at Hsoft ∼
mφ(mν˜R). Here we can safely neglect A-term contributions for φ, since
yνMIL < m3/2 and yνMIR < m3/2, otherwise quartic terms dominate
the dynamics of AD-fields.
• Quartic terms: Vquar = y2ν |φ|4/4 + y2ν |φ|2|ν˜R|2
These terms dominate over the Hubble-induced mass term at Hquar ∼
max{yνMIL, yνMIR}. In this destabilization case, the Hubble-induced
A-term can give a contribution comparable to quartic terms. Therefore,
this contribution should be taken into account.
• Thermal-log terms: Vlog =
∑
fk|φ|>T
athα
2
s(T )T
4 ln(|φ|2/T 2)
These terms appear for H < Hthr,t = f
4
t M
4
IL
/(T 2RMPl) and dominate
over the Hubble-induced soft mass of φ for H <
∑
athα
2
sT
2
RMPl/M
2
IL
.
Since the former condition is weak in the parameter region we consider,
Hlog is estimated as
Hlog ∼
∑
ath
α2sT
2
RMPl
M2IL
. (19)
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On the other hand, the destabilization of ν˜R comes from the low-energy
soft SUSY breaking mass since the amplitude of the oscillation of φ
decreases quickly after the oscillation of φ begins and the effective mass
of ν˜R, y
2
ν |φ|2|ν˜R|2, also decreases quickly. As a result, the destabilization
of ν˜R occurs at H ∼ mν˜R.
• Thermal-mass terms: Vth =
∑
fk|φ|<T
ckf
2
kT
2|φ|2
These terms appear if H > Hthr,k = f
4
kM
4
IL
/(T 2RMPl) for degrees k.
This effective mass dominates over the Hubble-induced mass term at
H ∼ Hth,k = (c2kf 4kT 2RMPl)1/3. Therefore, the Hubble parameter which
themal-mass terms destabilize φ is given by
Hth ∼ max{Hth,k}. (Hth,k > Hthr,k) (20)
Once thermal-mass terms dominate the potential, the amplitude of the
oscillation of φ scales as |φ| ∝ H7/8 and the temperature scales as
T ∝ H1/4. Therefore, the condition fk|φ| < T is kept for subsequent
evolution and thermal-mass terms do not become ineffective until the
temperature becomes very low. In this case ν˜R is destabilized by the
low-energy soft mass at H ∼ mν˜R as the thermal-log case.
Note that MIR does not have any effect on the evolution of the AD-fields for
destabilization by thermal effects.
In summary of this discussion about the destabilization, we show which
terms destabilize φ in Fig. 1; low-energy soft masses (red), quartic terms
(green), thermal-log terms (dark blue), thermal-mass terms (light blue). We
also show Hosc in the MI -TR plane, where MIR = MIL = MI is assumed.
Other parameters are taken as yν = 1.0 × 10−12, mφ = mν˜R = m3/2 =
1TeV, cφ = cν˜R = 1.0, A = e
0.6i, a = −1.0. As we will discuss later,
since the left-right asymmetry generation depends on Hosc sensitively, it is
necessary to derive the accurate value of Hosc in order to reduce uncer-
tainty in estimate of the resultant baryon number asymmetry. According
to numerical calculations, we used following values: Hsoft = 0.4 × mφ,
Hquar = 0.3 × max{yνMIL , yνMIR}, Hlog = 0.2 ×
∑
athα
2
sT
2
RMPl/M
2
IL
,
Hth = 0.2 × max{Hth,kθ(Hth,k − Hthr,k)}. Note that thermal-mass terms
appear if H > Hthr,k. Hence, those terms can dominate the potential only
if Hth,k > Hthr,k. By this condition, Hosc is changed discretely on lower
boundaries in thermal-mass terms regions.
In the following, we consider the evolutions of the AD-fields and estimate
the left-right asymmetry for these four cases in turn.
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Figure 1: Colored regions indicate which term destabilizes φ: low-energy soft
masses (red), quartic terms (green), thermal-log terms (dark blue), thermal-mass
terms (light blue). We also showHosc in theMI -TR plane, whereMIR = MIL = MI
is assumed.
Low-energy soft SUSY breaking masses
After the AD-fields are destabilized by low-energy soft breaking mass terms
and the origin becomes the minimum of the potential, φ begins coherent os-
cillation, whose amplitude scales with H . On the other hand, new minimum
of ν˜R appears due to the low-energy A-term contribution,
|ν˜R|min ≃ yν |A||φ
2|
m3/2
, (21)
where mν˜R ∼ m3/2. If MIL < Mc ≡
√
m3/2MIR/(yν |A|), this minimum is
smaller than MIR at H = Hsoft, therefore ν˜R is also destabilized. After the
destabilization of the AD-fields, ν˜R begins oscillation around this minimum.
However, since this minimum scales as |ν˜R|min ∝ H2 and the amplitude of the
oscillation of ν˜R scales with H , the difference between the origin and |ν˜R|min
becomes negligible soon. Consequently, the source term in Eq. (14) begins
oscillation at H ∼ m3/2 and the net effect of the source term decreases to
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negligibly small with a cancelation. Hence, the left-right asymmetry is fixed
once the AD-fields begin oscillation. If we take the difference between the
origin and |ν˜R|min into account, the scaling of the source term in Eq. (14) is
estimated as γ = −4 since |ν˜R| averaged over one oscillation cycle, which is
estimated by the position of the minimum, scales with |φ2|. As a result, this
effect attenuates soon as discussed above.
If MIL > Mc, the minimum is placed at |ν˜R|min > MIR when φ is desta-
bilized. This means that ν˜R stays at initial value as |ν˜R| = MIR even after
the destabilization of φ occurs. Then, when the amplitude of the oscillation
of φ becomes |φ| = Mc, i.e., |ν˜R|min < MIR, ν˜R begins oscillation. After ν˜R
is destabilized, it oscillates around the minimum as discussed in the previ-
ous paragraph. Note that the oscillation of ν˜R begins at H < m3/2 in this
case. However, the left-right asymmetry does not change significantly during
H < m3/2. This is because there are no driving forces for phase direction,
since the low-energy A-term dominates the phase direction of the potential.
Therefore, we can estimate the left-right asymmetry, by assuming that it is
fixed at H ∼ m3/2.
As discussed above, the left-right asymmetry is fixed after φ begins oscil-
lation. Hence, the left-right asymmetry-to-entropy ratio after the reheating
is estimated from the Hubble parameter Hsoft
nLR
s
≃ 2
9
yν|A|M2ILMIRm3/2TR
H3softM
2
Pl
δeff (22)
where δeff . 1 is the phase factor of the source term in Eq. (14). Since
Eq. (22) depends on H−3soft, it is necessary to estimate Hsoft accurately in
order to reduce uncertainty in the estimate of nLR/s.
The evolutions of the magnitude of the AD-fields and the asymmetry are
shown in Fig. 2. In these figures, we take the following parameter values
mφ = mν˜R = m3/2 = 1TeV, yν = 10
−12, cφ = cν˜R = 1.0, A = e
0.6i, a =
−1.0, TR = 105GeV, and MIL = MIR = MI = 1014GeV. We define an
entropy parameter as s′ ≡ 4H2M2Pl/TR, which is normalized in order to give
the left-right asymmetry-to-entropy ratio nLR/s after the reheating ends.
From these figures, we can confirm that the AD-fields begin oscillation at
H ∼ mφ ∼ mν˜R and the left-right asymmetry is fixed after the AD-fields
begin oscillation.
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Figure 2: Evolutions of the AD-fields in their magnitude (upper) and the left-right
asymmetry (lower) are shown in the case that low energy soft SUSY breaking mass
terms destabilize the AD-fields. Parameters are taken as mφ = mν˜R = m3/2 =
1TeV, yν = 10
−12, cφ = cν˜R = 1.0, A = e
0.6i, a = −1.0, TR = 105GeV, andMIL =
MIR = MI = 10
14GeV. An entropy parameter s′ is defined as s′ ≡ 4H2M2Pl/TR.
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Quartic terms
In this case, the evolutions of the AD-fields are very complicated, because we
can not neglect A-term contributions. With the Hubble-induced soft terms
and quartic terms, φ and ν˜R are destabilized at H1 and H2, respectively,
H1 ≃ 1
cφ
(
−|a|yνMIR + yν
√
|a|2M2IR +
(
M2IR +M
2
IL
/2
)
cφ
)
, (23)
H2 ≃ 1
2cν˜R
(
−|a|yνM2IL/MIR + yνMIL
√
|a|2M2IL/M2IR + 4cν˜R
)
. (24)
Both quartic terms contribute to the effective mass of φ, and φ is destabilized
when one of these terms dominates the potential. On the other hand, only
y2ν |φ|2|ν˜R|2 term contributes to the effective mass of ν˜R. Hence, φ can be
destabilized before the destabilization of ν˜R for MIL ≪MIR.
For MIL & MIR after the destabilization, ν˜R oscillates around the min-
imum determined by the balance between the Hubble-induced A-term and
the quartic term,
|ν˜R|min = |a|H
yν
. (H > m3/2) (25)
Hence, for ν˜R destabilization, two conditions are required. The one is that
the effective mass from the quartic term dominates over the Hubble-induced
negative mass and the other is that |ν˜R|min < MIR. After the destabilization,
ν˜R begins oscillation around the instantaneous minimum, Eq. (25).
In addition, if yνMIR/|A| > m3/2, the destabilization of ν˜R does not occur
for H > m3/2 and ν˜R remains stabilized at the initial value by the low-energy
soft SUSY breaking A-term after H ∼ m3/2. While the quartic term still
dominates over the low-energy soft mass for H < m3/2, the minimum is fixed
at
|ν˜R|min =
|A|m3/2
yν
. (H < m3/2) (26)
After the amplitude of oscillation of φ decreases to |φ| = Mc, the low-energy
soft mass dominates the potential. Then, as discussed in the previous case,
the minimum is given by
|ν˜R|min = yν |A||φ|
2
m3/2
, (27)
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and the subsequent evolution is also the same as in the previous case.
If MIL ≪ MIR , φ is destabilized at H ∼ yνMIR/
√
2 before the desta-
bilization of ν˜R. Since ν˜R takes constant value, the effective mass of φ is
also constant. Hence, the amplitude of the oscillation of φ scales with H .
In this case, since both quartic terms and SUSY breaking A-terms decrease
quickly, |ν˜R| stays at MIR until the low-energy soft mass dominates over the
Hubble-induced mass3.
In both cases, MIL & MIR and MIL ≪ MIR , The left-right asymme-
try grows significantly until H ∼ m3/2. First, in both cases it continues
to increase after φ begins oscillation by quartic terms as mentioned above.
Moreover, the left-right asymmetry does not cease to grow even during ν˜R
oscillation around the minimum (25), because the center of the oscillation
of ν˜R is significantly separated from the origin. The scaling of the source
term in Eq. (14) is estimated by the amplitude of the oscillation of φ, which
scales with H2/3 for the oscillation by quartic terms, and the minimum of ν˜R,
|ν˜R|min ∝ H . Therefore, the net left-right asymmetry grows with γ = −7/3 in
this era. For H < m3/2, the low-energy A-term dominates over the Hubble-
induced one, and the trajectory of φ tends to be aligned to minimize the
low-energy A-term. As a result, the left-right asymmetry does not change
significantly for H < m3/2. After the oscillation of φ is dominated by the
low-energy soft mass, the asymmetry is fixed at a constant value as discussed
in the previous case.
However, there is an uncertainty in the estimate of the left-right asym-
metry. The oscillation of the source term may leave significant effects if
the cancelation is not sufficient. Even if both φ and ν˜R are oscillating by
quartic terms, the magnitude of the source term scales as γ = −2. This
introduces oscillatory evolution of the left-right asymmetry, though its order
of magnitude is not expected to change significantly. This oscillation of the
asymmetry remains as uncertainty in our estimate. Note that, if we assume
φ and ν˜R are at most GUT scale, MGUT ∼ 1016GeV, this period is rather
short. The AD-fields are destabilized atH = Hquar . 10
4GeV for yν ∼ 10−12,
and the low-energy soft masses govern the evolution of AD-fields soon after
H ∼ m3/2. Although the following estimate of the left-right asymmetry is
rough, deviations from numerical results are within an order of magnitude
3 After ν˜R is destabilized, φ may begin chaotic evolution, because the effective mass of
φ from the quartic term y2ν |φ|2|ν˜R|2 is oscillating with very large amplitude and this results
in instability of φ. However, since this takes place well after the left-right asymmetry is
fixed, this evolution does not have any effect on the estimate of the asymmetry.
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in the parameter region where we focus on. In order to derive an accurate
result, numerical calculation is required.
The left-right asymmetry-to-entropy ratio after the reheating ends is es-
timated as
nLR
s
≃
M2ILm
1
3
3/2TR
H
4
3
quarM2Pl
|a| 53 |A| 13 δeff (28)
for yνMIR/|A| > m3/2 and MIL & MIR ,
nLR
s
≃ 2
5
yνM
2
IL
MIRTR
m
2
3
3/2H
4
3
quarM2Pl
|a| 53 |A|− 23 δeff (29)
for yνMIR/|A| < m3/2 and MIL & MIR , and
nLR
s
≃ 2
3
yνM
2
IL
MIRm3/2TR
H2quarHsoftM
2
Pl
|A|δeff (30)
for MIL ≪MIR .
The evolutions of the magnitude of the AD-fields and the asymmetry
are shown in Fig. 3. In these figures, parameters are the same as for in
Fig. 2 except for MIL = MIR = MI = 10
16GeV. From these figures, we
can see that ν˜R oscillates around the instantaneous minimum determined by
the balance between A-terms and quartic terms. Then, when H is less than
10GeV, the low-energy soft masses drive the oscillations of the AD-fields. On
the other hand, we can see that the left-right asymmetry oscillates after the
destabilization and this oscillatory evolution ends after the low-energy soft
masses dominates the potential. We can confirm from this figure that the
resultant asymmetry does not change significantly in spite of this oscillatory
evolution of the asymmetry.
Thermal-log terms
In this case, φ begins oscillation at H = Hlog. Without numerical analysis,
we can hardly trace the evolutions of φ and ν˜R after thermal terms dominate
the potential, since the evolution of φ is very complicated. This is because
thermal-mass and thermal-log terms have comparable size in the epoch when
MSSM particles enter the thermal bath in turn.
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Figure 3: Evolutions of the AD-fields in their magnitude (upper) and the left-
right asymmetry (lower) are shown in the case that quartic terms destabilize φ.
Parameters are the same as for in Fig. 2 except for MIL = MIR = MI = 10
16GeV.
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We summarize typical evolutions of the AD-fields in the following. First,
we assume that all MSSM particles interacting with φ are not in the ther-
mal bath, fk|φ| > T , and thermal-log terms dominate the potential of φ
at H = Hlog. By these terms, φ oscillates and its amplitude is damped
fast. Hence, up quarks and squarks enter the thermal bath soon when
fu|φ| . T . Since thermal-mass terms from up quarks and squarks are larger
than thermal-log terms, cuf
2
uT
2 > 0.47α2sT
4/|φ|2 by O(α−2s ), thermal-mass
terms rule the oscillation of φ. Since the amplitude of the oscillation by
thermal-mass terms scales as H7/8 and T ∝ H1/4, thermal-mass terms red-
shift faster than thermal-log terms. Therefore, after a while, thermal-log
terms dominate over thermal-mass terms again. Then, charm quarks and
squarks enter the thermal bath next. In this way, thermal-log terms and
thermal-mass terms dominate the potential by turns until SU(2)L gauge
bosons enter the thermal bath. Once the SU(2)L gauge coupling contributes
to thermal-mass terms, thermal-log terms vanish before they dominate over
thermal-mass terms again, since top quarks and squarks enter the thermal
bath soon.
We show the evolution of |φ| in Fig. 4. Parameters are taken to be the
same as for Fig. 2, except for TR = 10
9GeV. Effective masses of thermal-
mass terms ∂2Vth/∂φ∂φ
∗ and thermal-log terms ∂2Vlog/∂φ∂φ
∗ are also shown
in this figure. Here, effects of frequent oscillation of φ on these effective
masses are erased in order to show clearly which is dominant. In this case,
up (s)quarks enter the thermal bath at H ∼ 107GeV. Hence, they are
already in the thermal bath at first. Thermal-log terms vanish around H =
several TeV, just after all particles relevant to the strong interaction enter
the thermal bath. We can confirm that themal-mass terms and thermal-log
terms dominate the potential by turns from this figure.
It is difficult to trace quantitatively the evolutions of AD-fields in this era,
because of the complicated nature of thermal effects. Indeed, the amplitude
of the oscillation of φ falls abruptly soon after thermal-log terms become
dominant, rather than scales simply with H3/2. In spite of this complicated
evolution, we can approximate the left-right asymmetry-to-entropy ratio after
the reheating ends by the value at H = Hlog. One of the reason is that
the source term of the left-right asymmetry decreases significantly because
of the abrupt fall of the amplitude of φ oscillation. Therefore, the left-
right asymmetry can hardly grow from the value at H = Hlog, although the
source term averaged over oscillations can grow with γ = −7/4 during φ
is oscillating by thermal-mass terms. In addition, in most of the parameter
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Figure 4: The evolution of φ after thermal-log terms destabilize φ at H ∼
106GeV. Parameters are taken to be the same as for Fig. 2, except for TR =
109GeV. Effective masses of thermal-mass terms ∂Vth/∂φ∂φ
∗ and thermal-log
terms ∂Vlog/∂φ∂φ
∗, are also shown. Effects of frequent oscillation of φ on these
effective masses are erased in order to show clearly which is dominant.
region we consider, the left-right asymmetry does not grow significantly after
top quarks and squarks enter the thermal bath, because the low-energy soft
SUSY breaking mass destabilizes ν˜R soon.
The left-right asymmetry-to-entropy ratio after the reheating ends is es-
timated as
nLR
s
≃ 2
9
yν |A|M2ILMIRm3/2TR
H3logM
2
Pl
δeff ×Qth (31)
where the difference between the value at H = Hlog and after the reheating
ends is parameterized by Qth. The value of Qth & 1 is derived by numerical
culculations.
Figure 5 shows the evolutions of the magnitudes of the AD-fields and
the left-right asymmetry in the case that thermal-log terms destabilize φ.
parameters are the same as for Fig. 4. The oscillation of φ begins at H =
18
Hlog ∼ 106GeV, while ν˜R almost remains at the initial value until H ∼ mν˜R .
From the lower figure, We can confirm that the increase of the left-right
asymmetry is small after φ begins oscillation and it is completely fixed after
ν˜R begins oscillation. We can see Qth ≃ 2 in this figure.
If thermal effects destabilize the potential early enough, thermal-mass
terms dominate the dynamics for sufficiently long period after top quarks
and squarks participate into the thermal bath. In this case, the left-right
asymmetry can grow significantly during this period. For example, according
to a numerical calculation, we get Qth ∼ 10 if we take MI = 5 × 1013GeV
and TR = 10
9GeV. However, since destabilization takes place sufficiently
early, the amount of the left-right asymmetry is extremely small: the result
of numerical calculation gives nLR/s ∼ 10−14 in this example. Therefore, we
can safely ignore these cases.
Thermal-mass terms
In this case, φ begins oscillation at H = Hth, while ν˜R almost remains at
the initial value until H ∼ mν˜R. In similar to the previous case, we can
approximate the left-right asymmetry-to-entropy ratio after the reheating
ends by the value at H = Hth. The left-right asymmetry-to-entropy ratio is
estimated as
nLR
s
≃ 2
9
yν |A|M2ILMIRm3/2TR
H3thM
2
Pl
δeff ×Qth. (32)
In some cases, destabilization takes place very late, say, H . 105GeV.
Because the low-energy soft SUSY breaking A-term has non-negligible effect,
the evolution of the phase direction can not be ignored. If this effect is
significantly large, it results in slow oscillation of the source term around
zero, and therefore the value of the left-right asymmetry may be smaller
than Eq. (32). Since this evolution is very complicated, we will not discuss
the detail. Instead, we give approximate estimate of the left-right asymmetry
by Eq. (32) with Qth . 1.
On the other hand, if destabilization takes place early enough, the left-
right asymmetry grows drastically. If we take MI = 2 × 1013GeV and TR =
109GeV, the result of numerical calculation shows very large growth after
H ∼ Hth: Qth ∼ 105. However, nLR/s ∼ 10−19 in this case, because of the
early destabilization. Hence we drop these possibility from our estimate of
the asymmetry.
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Figure 5: Evolutions of the AD-fields in their magnitude (upper) and the left-
right asymmetry (lower) are shown in the case that thermal-log terms destabilize
φ. Parameters are the same as for Fig. 4.
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4 Baryon number asymmetry
The left-handed lepton number stored in φ is partially released into the ther-
mal bath after the asymmetry is fixed. On the other hand, the right-handed
lepton number remains in ν˜R condensate after the electroweak phase transi-
tion due to the smallness of the Yukawa couplings. For example, it decays
through small Yukawa coupling into Higgsino and left-handed anti-neutrino
at T . 10MeV. Therefore, the left-handed lepton number asymmetry is
transferred to the baryon number asymmetry by the sphaleron process since
it acts only on left-handed leptons.
The chemical equilibrium between leptons and baryons leads the following
ratio [19],
B =
8
23
(B − L(L)) = 8
23
L(R). (33)
Note that |L(L)| = |L(R)| = |nLR|/2 due to the total lepton number conser-
vation. After the electroweak phase transition occurs, the baryon-to-entropy
ratio is conserved since the sphaleron process is ineffective. Though ν˜R de-
cays and L(R) is released into other particles, the baryon number asymmetry
is not changed after the electroweak phase transition occurs.
Here, we summarize analytic formulae of the baryon-to-entropy ratio gen-
erated by this mechanism. In the case that the low-energy soft SUSY break-
ing masses destabilize the AD-fields, it is given as
nB
s
≃ 1× 10−8
( yν
10−12
)( m3/2
1TeV
)( mφ
1TeV
)−3
×
(
MIL
1014GeV
)2(
MIR
1014GeV
)(
TR
105GeV
)
|A|δeff . (34)
Here we used Hsoft = 0.4 × mφ according to numerical calculations. In the
case that quartic terms destabilize the AD-fields, the asymmetry is estimated
as
nB
s
≃ 7× 10−5
( yν
10−12
)− 4
3
( m3/2
1TeV
) 1
3
×
(
MIL
1016GeV
) 2
3
(
TR
105GeV
)
|A| 13 |a| 53 δeff (35)
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for MIL & MIR and yνMIR/|A| < m3/2,
nB
s
≃ 3× 10−6
( yν
10−12
)− 1
3
( m3/2
1TeV
)− 2
3
×
(
MIL
1016GeV
) 2
3
(
MIR
1014GeV
)(
TR
105GeV
)
|A|− 23 |a| 53 δeff (36)
for MIL & MIR and yνMIR/|A| < m3/2, and
nB
s
≃ 5× 10−8
( yν
10−12
)−1 ( m3/2
1TeV
)( mν˜R
1TeV
)−1
×
(
MIL
1014GeV
)2(
MIR
1016GeV
)−1(
TR
105GeV
)
|A|δeff (37)
for MIL ≪MIR. We used Hquar = 0.3×max{yνMIL, yνMIR} from numerical
calculations. Here, an uncertainty exists in the these three equations as dis-
cussed in the previous section. In the case that thermal-log terms destabilize
the AD-fields, the asymmetry is estimated as
nB
s
≃ 4× 10−13
∑
ath
( yν
10−12
)( m3/2
1TeV
)
×
(
MIL
1014GeV
)8(
MIR
1014GeV
)(
TR
109GeV
)−5
|A|δeffQth (38)
where we used Hlog = 0.2×
∑
athα
2
sT
2
RMPl/M
2
IL
from numerical calculations.
Finally, in the case that thermal-mass terms destabilize the AD-fields,
nB
s
≃ 3× 10−10
(
ckf
2
k
1.1× 10−10
)−2 ( yν
10−12
)( m3/2
1TeV
)
×
(
MIL
1014GeV
)2(
MIR
1014GeV
)(
TR
108GeV
)−1
|A|δeffQth (39)
where k indicates the particle giving the largest thermal-mass. Here we used
Hth = 0.2 × max{Hth,kθ(Hth,k − Hthr,k)} from numerical calculations. In
most cases we are interested in, only up (s)quarks contributes and nB/s ≃
3× 10−10|A|δeffQth for typical parameters shown above.
The baryon-to-entropy ratio dependent onMI and TR are shown in Fig. 6.
Here, MIR = MIL = MI is assumed. Other parameters are the same as for
Fig. 1. For simplicity, we assume Qth = 1. A bold line indicates nB/s =
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Figure 6: The baryon-to-entropy ratio for MIL = MIR = MI is shown. A bold
line indicates nB/s ∼ 10−10. Parameters are the same as for Fig. 1.
10−10. Compared with Fig. 1, we can see which terms destabilize φ. If
we assume some dilution process such as thermal inflation [20], whole region
nB/s > 10
−10 is allowed. Therefore, sufficient baryon number asymmetry can
be produced in the large parameter regionMI & 10
13GeV. To avoid gravitino
overproduction, the reheating temperature should be less than 109GeV [21].
In the region MI ∼ 1013−1015GeV, the baryon asymmetry can be explained
without entropy production even for high reheating temperature. Moreover,
the resultant baryon number asymmetry is reduced if we take smaller yν as
discussed later. In those region, nB/s ∼ 10−10 can be realized for higher TR
without entropy production.
If MIR 6= MIL , the baryon-to-entropy ratio is modified by the factor
MIL/MIR. However, for destabilization by quartic terms, the result can not
be expressed in a simple form. We also show the baryon-to-entropy ratio
in Fig. 7 for MIL > MIR and in Fig. 8 for MIL < MIR. In these figures,
parameters are the same as for Fig. 1, except forMIL andMIR. In Fig. 7, the
baryon number asymmetry is small compared with Fig. 6. This is because we
take smaller initial value of ν˜R. On the other hand, in Fig. 8, the asymmetry
is larger than that of Fig. 6, since larger initial value of ν˜R is taken.
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Figure 7: The baryon-to-entropy ratio for MIL = 10
2MIR = MI is shown. A bold
line indicates nB/s ∼ 10−10. Parameters are the same as for Fig. 1.
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−2MIR = MI is shown. A
bold line indicates nB/s ∼ 10−10. Parameters are the same as for Fig. 1.
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Figure 9: The region giving nB/s ∼ 10−10 is shown dependent on the neutrino
mass for MIL = MIR = MI . Parameters are the same as for Fig. 1.
In Fig. 9, the region giving nB/s = 10
−10 is shown dependent on the
neutrino mass for MIL = MIR = MI . Parameters are the same as for Fig. 1
except for yν. Note that mν = yν〈Hu〉. According to this result, the amount
of the baryon number asymmetry becomes smaller for smaller mν . This
also means, inversely, nB/s ∼ 10−10 can be realized for smaller mν without
dilution process. This may be favored, since high reheating temperature
consistent with various inflation models is allowed.
5 Dark matter
The number of right-handed sneutrino in condensate is bounded below by
the baryon number asymmetry,
nν˜R &
23
8
B. (40)
Assuming R-parity conservation, the LSP produced by the decay of ν˜R, or
ν˜R itself, remains as dark matter, since the right-handed sneutrino decays
after the freeze-out of the LSP at T ∼ 5−50 GeV, unless mν˜R is finely tuned
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to the left-handed sneutrino mass. The abundance of dark matter originated
in ν˜R requires that the LSP mass is less than 1 GeV for avoiding overclose of
the universe. However, very light LSP mass is disfavored in gravity mediated
SUSY breaking models. Hence, dark matter from ν˜R is likely to overclose
the universe.
This problem can not be avoided by late time entropy production such as
thermal inflation [20]. Entropy production dilutes dark matter and baryon
number simultaneously. Hence, an appropriate amount of the baryon number
asymmetry should be left in the universe after entropy production. Therefore,
Eq. (40) is not changed by entropy production.
If we assume SU(2)R gauge interaction broken at an intermediate scale
vR, this problem can be solved. By this interactions with vR . 10
6 − 108
GeV, ν˜R can decay into right-handed particles before the LSP freeze-out
and after the electroweak phase transition. One may worry that the SU(2)R
broken at vR spoils the successful baryogenesis with MIR & vR. However,
this is not the case. The direction φ = ν˜R is flat for the SU(2)R gauge.
In this case, Affleck-Dine mechanism is realized by the dynamics of only one
complex scalar field corresponding to this flat direction. The potential of this
scalar field is almost the same as φ, therefore the difference is only that the
left-right asymmetry becomes fixed when this scalar field begins oscillation.
Hence, our estimate for MIL = MIR = MI are correct even for the existence
of SU(2)R gauge interaction.
6 Summary
We have investigated the baryogenesis scenario via left-right asymmetry gen-
eration by the Affleck-Dine mechanism in SUSY standard models with Dirac
neutrinos. Only the left-handed lepton asymmetry is transferred to the
baryon number asymmetry via the sphaleron process, while the right-handed
lepton asymmetry remains in the right-handed sneutrinos due to their tiny
Yukawa couplings. We explicitly include intermediate scale physics to sta-
bilize the right-handed sneutrino direction. The evolutions of the AD-fields
have been traced with thermal effects in detail. Hence, the baryon number
asymmetry can be estimated in broad parameter region. As a result, it is
pointed out that higher reheating temperature is allowed without late time
entropy production, if the oscillation of φ is induced by thermal effects or
the lightest neutrino mass is small, contrary to the previous work by Abel
26
and Page. We have also pointed out that dark matter overproduction by the
right-handed sneutrino decay can be avoided by SU(2)R gauge interaction.
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